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Abstract
In this paper we investigate how to improve the performance of a dialogue move and parameter tagger for a taskoriented dialogue system using the information-state approach.
We use a corpus of utterances and information states from an
implemented system to train and evaluate a tagger, and then
evaluate the tagger in an on-line system. Use of information
state context is shown to improve performance of the system.
Index Terms: spoken dialogue systems, dialogue management,
tagging

1. Introduction
Context is generally assumed to be important for understanding
and participating in dialogue. However, the most successful automated recognition algorithms have tended to focus mainly on
features of the input itself. In this paper we examine the use of
the information state in an information-state dialogue manager
to improve Dialogue Move (DM) and Dialogue Parameter (DP)
recognition.
There are a number of different types of context and ways
to use context in interpretation tasks. The most obvious type
of context (sometimes called “co-text”) is the other words surrounding the utterance of interest1 . The previous interpretation
results are also sometimes used (e.g., [1], [2]), to induce a dialogue model, comparable to n-gram language models. Another
kind of context is the dialogue state, which in a finite-state
or similar dialogue model, tracks the progress of a dialogue.
One common technique (see e.g., [3]) is to have a state-specific
speech recognizer or interpreter. In this case, the context is not
used explicitly by the recognizer, but is used to choose which
model an interpreter will use. There are often state-specific
grammars or language models which ignore information from
other states.
The information state approach to dialogue management
[4] involves a flexible approach to representation of context,
with theory and domain-specific information updated as the dialogue processes. In this approach, the purpose of an interpretation module is to recognize a set of dialogue moves (also sometimes called dialogue acts), which describe the actions taken by
the speaker of the utterance, and dialogue parameters which
specify further information about those actions. Update rules
are used to modify the information state when dialogue moves
are recognized. There are several ways in which this information state can be used in the interpretation process. Most
common for information-state dialogue managers is as a postprocessor, where the current information state, as well as the
1 For

on-line dialogue systems, only the prior words are available.

new dialogue moves are used both to decide how to update the
information state and how to decide what to say.
Another approach to using context is to provide expectations of likely utterances to an interpreter. An interpreter
can then merge hypotheses based on the input with hypotheses
based on expectations to find a best overall match [5].
We choose a slightly different approach, to treat the information state itself as a set of features that the interpreter can
evaluate in the same way it uses input features such as words
and n-grams. We test this approach using data from an implemented dialogue system. We compare versions of the interpreter which use context to those which use only the input.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the testbed domain and the system. Section 3 describes
the experimental method used to test the use of context and section 4 shows our results, and the performance of a context-using
interpreter on-line as part of a dialogue system. We conclude in
section 5 and provide some directions for future work.

2. Testbed Domain
Our testbed was a corpus of Call for Fire dialogues generated
during the evaluation of the Radiobot-CFF spoken dialogue
system[6, 7, 8, 9]. Call for Fire (CFF) dialogues are those in
which a Forward Observer (FO) specifies a target for artillery
to a Fire Direction Center (FDC), according to military protocol. The Radiobot-CFF system plays the role of the FDC in a
simulated training environment, where U. S. Army trainees can
practice acting as a FO, identifying targets, making calls, and
seeing the results in a virtual world.
The system is composed of several components: Automated Speech Recognizer, Interpreter, Dialogue Manager, Generator, and Simulator. The Automated Speech Recognition
(ASR) component receives the audio input from trainee and
converts it to text format, using the Sonic [10] system. The text
is sent to the Interpreter, which identifies the dialogue moves
and dialogue parameters in the utterance. The Dialogue Manager uses the text from the ASR component and the dialogue
move and dialogue parameter labels from the Interpreter component to update its information state, send commands to the
Simulator, and produce content for the Generator to communicate with the user. This paper focuses on an interaction of
the Dialogue Manager and the Interpreter: specifically, whether
the Interpreter can use information state data from the Dialogue
Manager to improve its performance.
The data set we use for this study consists of 1022 FO utterances. Each utterance is transcribed and coded for dialogue
moves, dialogue parameters, as well as for the information state
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ASR
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steel
still
subst
ID
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ID
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ID
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deleted
ID
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is
correct
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gator
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ID
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niner
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correct
ID
fo id

a
inserted
NULL
NULL

one
one
correct
ID
fo id

over
over
correct
none
none

Table 1: Tagging on ASR Output
changes that would result from it. Dialogue moves and dialogue
parameters are annotated at the word level while information
states are annotated at the turn level.
Figure 1 shows the dialogue moves and dialogue parameters for a typical Call for Fire utterance. In this example,
the speaker has made an Identification (ID) dialogue move, in
which the speaker gives addressee information and a call sign,
represented here as the parameters fdc id and fo id respectively.
The speaker also makes a Warning Order dialogue move requesting a specific kind of artillery fire, here specified by the
parameters method of fire and method of location.
Utterance:
steel one nine this is gator niner one adjust
fire polar over
Dialogue Move:
Identification: steel one nine this is gator
niner one
Dialogue Parameters:
fdc_id: steel one nine
fo_id: gator niner one
Dialogue Move:
Warning Order: adjust fire polar
Dialogue Parameters:
method_of_fire: adjust fire
method_of_location: polar

Figure 1: Example Dialogue Moves and Parameters.
Note that a single utterance can contain more than one dialogue move, as well as more than one dialogue parameter. In
this domain, dialogue parameters are not exclusively associated
with a specific dialogue move: for example, a “target type” dialogue parameter can be associated with either a “Target Description” dialogue move or an “End of Mission” dialogue move.

3. Approach
Because we worked with a relatively small corpus of 1022 utterances, we ran a set of preliminary experiments to identify which
approach best handled the tagging task on this data set. We describe the dialogue move identification task and how we were
additionally able to use our tagger to recover from ASR errors.
Also, we explored how to identify the most useful information
state elements as features for the tagging algorithm.
3.1. DM/DP Identification
Table 1 shows how dialogue move and dialogue parameter identification is handled by word-level tagging. The human speaker
utters words such as those shown in the first row, which will
later be transcribed by a human for analysis and system training. The output of the ASR component, however, may differ
from the words that the speaker actually uttered. As shown in

rows two and three, the ASR output may contain words that are
inserted, deleted, and substituted. In any case, it is the Interpreter’s task to associate each word with a given dialogue move
and parameter tag, as shown in rows 4 and 5.
3.2. ASR Error Recovery
It is still an open question in which cases it is better to train such
taggers with human-transcribed input (even though one knows
the actual input in an implemented system will be noisy because
of ASR errors), and when to train them on noisy input (which
may compound the problem.)
Testing with noisy input raises some challenges for wordlevel tagging, in that the set of words in the test set may be different from the transcribed gold standard. For example in Table
1, substitutions such as misrecognizing the first word as ”still”
instead of ”steel”, deletions such as the missing the word “this”,
and insertions such as the word “a”, can all cause problems with
the DM and DP taggers, as well as with the dialogue manager
that will work with this output.
We thus experimented with using a separate CRF tagger to
tag the quality of each word: substitution, correct, insertion, or
deletion. In other words, we tried to identify ASR errors, using
a tagger that used the information state context, which the ASR
module did not use.
This can be viewed as a way to recover from ASR errors,
similar to work such as [12]. This is also similar to work on
the recognition level, in which contextual information has been
used to choose language models for the speech recognizer [3].
On the understanding level, [11] suggests bringing context information into the task of understanding input speech in the
presence of imperfect recognition.
3.3. Tagging Algorithms
To identify the best tagger for our purposes, we compared the
performance on our data of Brill’s part of speech tagger [13], a
J48 Decision Tree implementation by Weka [14], and a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [15, 16] tagger implemented with
the Mallet toolkit [17]. Early tests showed the Brill tagger performing at substantially lower accuracies than the other taggers,
so we focused on the J48 decision tree and the CRF tagger. As
described in section 4.1, the CRF tagger demonstrated the best
performance on this corpus.
The CRF algorithm is a variant of the conditional Markov
model. It works by using a vector of features indicating whether
a particular word occurs in close proximity to the word being
tagged. Given a sequence of feature vectors, the CRF tagger
produces a sequence of tags. In our experiments we add the
information state components to the feature vector. Note that
actually two CRF taggers are involved: one for dialogue move
tagging and one for dialogue parameter tagging. Future work
involves exploring possible interactions between these two taggers.

without context
with context

DM
DP
Word
DM
DP
Word

Train Trans:Test Trans
J48
CRF
85.9%
89.4%
90.7%
95.8%
100%
100%
86.8%
89.5%
89.9%
96.5%
100%
100%

Train Trans:Test ASR
J48
CRF
76.0%
77.8%
73.6%
77.9%
81.0%
81.0%
74.7%
78.8%
79.9%
78.4%
81.0%
81.0%

Train ASR:Test ASR
J48
CRF
80.4%
84.4%
76.9%
82.1%
73.1%
83.1%
79.0%
85.6%
75.5%
83.7%
72.3%
83.6%

Table 2: Tagging Accuracies in Corpus Evaluation
3.4. Information State Component Selection
The information state tracked by the dialogue manager includes
components such as values related to the task (for example, the
grid location of a target) and components about the state of the
dialogue (for example, the phase of the dialogue: informationgathering, or adjusting). We considered how to identify the information state components most useful to provide as features
to the taggers.
Intuitively, the components tracking the state of the dialogue would be the most useful to the taggers. We confirmed
this intuition with the feature selection tool provided by Mallet
[17], which uses a maximum entropy approach to rank the usefulness of each feature. Of the 27 information state components
used by the dialogue manager to complete the domain task, we
selected the 9 top features ranked by maximum entropy for use
in this experiment.

4. Results
We evaluated our new interpreter in two ways. We evaluated
the new Interpreter on the entire corpus to measure its performance improvement compared to the Interpreter that did not use
context. Second, we tested in an online system.
4.1. Corpus Evaluation
The results of 4-fold cross-validations on our corpus is shown in
Table 2. The first pair of columns show the tagging accuracies
of the J48 and CRF taggers when trained on transcriptions and
tested on transcriptions. The second pair of columns show their
performance when trained on transcriptions and tested on ASR
output. The final pair of columns show their performance when
trained on ASR output and tested on ASR output. The first set of
rows show the accuracies when the taggers were trained without
the Information State context as features, and the second set of
rows shows the accuracies when the taggers were trained with
the Information State context as features.
The CRF tagger outperformed or equalled the J48 tagger
on all measures except for the dialogue parameter tagging when
trained on transcripts and tested on ASR output. Training and
testing on transcription produced the best accuracy measures,
but we knew that our online implementation would ultimately
need to be tested with ASR output. Of the two CRF taggers
tested on ASR output, the one trained on ASR output performed
best. We used 2 sided t-test to compare the turn-based prediction accuracies and found that the improvements on DM and DP
prediction were statistically significant (p<0.05) in both withand without-context cases. Therefore the CRF tagger trained on
ASR output was the one selected for use in the online evaluation.
Table 3 reproduces the accuracy measures of the ASRtrained CRF tagger from Table 2 and adds Reduction in Error

DM
DP
Word

Without
Context
84.4%
82.1%
83.1%

With Context
85.6%
83.7%
83.6%

Reduction
in Error
7.7%
8.9%
2.3%

Table 3: Corpus Evaluation Tagging Accuracies

DM
DP
Word

Without
Context
89.2%
82.3%
86.5%

With Context
88.3%
88.6%
91.8%

Reduction
in Error
−1.0%
7.7%
6.1%

Table 4: Online Evaluation Tagging Accuracies

Rate when information state context was added as a feature.
Dialogue move and dialogue parameter tagging reduction in error rates increased by 7.7 and 8.9% respectively, while wordlevel ASR correction increased by 2.3%. The improvements
gained by adding contextual information are statistically significant (p<0.05) for dialogue parameter tagging and show a
trend of improvements with 2 sided t-tests (p<0.08) for dialogue move and ASR word correction taggings.
4.2. Online Evaluation
We then conducted an evaluation of the new Interpreter in an
online system. Specifically, we replaced the old Radiobot-CFF
tagger with the new tagger, retrained on 100% of the corpus
data, and ran an evaluation with 5 users. This resulted in a corpus of 253 utterances, which were later transcribed and annotated in the same way as the original corpus. This evaluation
was carried out with a different subject population, and in a different location with different visual guides to locate targets, so
the results are not directly comparable to the previous version
of the system. However, they do provide a realistic set of data
to evaluate the new Interpreter.
After using the transcriptions and annotations to evaluate
the performance of the new Interpreter, we also used the ASR
output produced during this evaluation to input to the old Interpreter, for comparison. Table 4 shows the results. The new
Interpreter performed better on dialogue parameter tagging and
on world-level ASR correction, but slightly worse on dialogue
move tagging.
4.3. Information State Update in Online Evaluation
Although an improvement in all tagging would have been
preferable, the results of the online tagger were not discouraging, because in the current system’s Dialogue Manager, the cor-

IS

Without
Context
81.8%

With Context
83.8%

Reduction
in Error
11.0%
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